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  A  pool cue can be the perfect gift for a novice pool player and for an  aficionado. You probably
would not want to get a pool cue for a very  fervent or expert player because they'll like to buy
their own or have a  customized pool cue.

When buying a pool cue there are a few  things to take into account. If the individual you will be
purchasing a  pool cue for is a beginner or novice you need to ensure that you get  them a
resilient pool cue. Sturdiness is particularly significant if you  have concerns that they may be a
little forcible with the cue (for  example when they hit a bad shot). 

Also, let's face it, they'll  want to look good while playing pool so a handsome pool cue can
make  them feel a bit better about their game. You'll observe that there are  numerous ranges of
inlays and craftsmanship to consider. The look may  not be your main focus but do not lose
sight of its importance. 

Pool Cue - The Materials

You  will want to know the material the pool cue is made of. The harder the  material used for
the pool cue the greater energy there'll be in the  shot. Softer materials grant enhanced
direction.

The 2 primary  materials used for a pool cue are fiberglass/graphite and naturally,  wood. Wood
is the pool cue of choice for serious and avid pool players.  Wood can warp and involve
preservation so several novice and  introductory players choose a fiberglass or graphite pool
cue. Remember,  if they play in tournaments their pool cue will have to be approved and  not all
are.

The weight of the pool cue is also crucial. A pool  cue will weigh between eighteen and 21
ounces. Some pool players like a  heavier cue while others like a lighter cue, much like baseball
players  with bats. Pool cues occasionally have detachable weight bolts for  people who prefer
different weights of cues for breaking versus playing,  etc.

Pool Cue - The Sections
There are 2 focal components of a  pool cue - the butt and the shaft. The butt is the bottom
segment and  is heavier than the shaft. The shaft is the tapered end that ends with a  tip. The
joint between the 2 is thought to be vital. The material used  in the joint and the girth of it is
going to influence how the cue  "plays". If they are a amateur chances are you'll want a wider
joint  since they are a bit more durable.
The grip of a pool cue is also a  factor that ought to be considered. If the individual happens to
sweat a  lot, get a leather-wrapped handle. If not, you are able to think about a  nylon or wood
grip. When it comes to the tip a leather-based tip  normally creates a little more control which is
important for someone  who wants to have maximum manipulation of the ball.
Obviously the  price of the pool cue is an important consideration. If you are going to  be
purchasing a pool cue as a present it is best to buy the best cue  within your budget. Take into
account the factors outlined above and you  ought to buy a pool cue that the recipient will be
delighted with.
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